Understanding the conductance switching of permethyloligosilanes: A theoretical approach.
On the basis of ab initio density functional theory coupled with non-equilibrium Green's function technique, we have presented a molecular level understanding on the stereoelectronic switching of conducting properties of oligosilane molecules. Su et al. [Nat. Chem. 7, 215-220 (2015)] demonstrated that these types of oligosilane molecules exhibit three stereoconformers which show two distinct conducting profiles. On the basis of break-junction technique, the authors show that manipulating a specific dihedral angle and thereby controlling the length of the molecular contact, it is possible to switch the conducting states minutely. However, their discussions scarce the proper energy level alignment upon which the molecule-lead tunneling amplitude depends. On the basis of electronic structure and non-equilibrium electron transport calculations, we interpret such switching behavior and thus quantify the switching parameter demonstrating how the metal-molecule contact geometry along with the electronic energy level alignment is responsible for such kind of junction process. We also provide the variation of switching parameter and the type of majority carrier with the conjugation length of the oligosilanes.